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The Seated Liberty series has long been a favorite of
collectors, but art critics are somewhat less enthusiastic about
the design. In Numismatic Art in America, Cornelius Vermeule
compares Miss Liberty's eye to that of a "baby chicken." He
goes on to say, "Clutching her ridiculous little hat on a pole
and the small shield nestling in the drapery at her side, Liberty
looks anxiously over her shoulder as if the horde of Indians
were sprinting through the starry firmament toward her."

Thomas Sully's depiction of a seated Liberty, inspired
by Britannia and engraved by Christian Gobrecht, first appeared
on the silver dollar in 1836. The following year, it was used
on the half dime and dime. In 1838, the quarter dollar received
the design.

The Seated Liberty half dollar made its debut in 1839 and
exhibited modifications made by Gobrecht, notably the addition
of drapery from the left elbow to the thigh. In 1840, Director
of the Mint Robert M. Patterson commissioned an outside artist,
Robert Ball Hughes -- better known simply as Ball Hughes -- 
to make further Changes.

Born in London, Jan. 19, 1806, Hughes was probably the
son of Captain Ball of the Royal Navy. Hughes showed an aptitude
for art at an early age. As a child he used candle ends to make
a bas-relief based on the painting “The Judgment of Solomon." 
He studied for seven years under Edward Hodges Baily at the
School of Flaxman, and in 1823 won a gold medal for the
bas-relief "Pandora brought by Mercury to Epimetheus." In 1825,
he exhibited a statue of Achilles. The following year, he
displayed "A Shepherd Boy."

Before leaving England, Hughes modeled numerous statues,
a statuette of George IV that was afterward cast in bronze,
and busts of the king and dukes of Cambridge, Sussex and York.
He immigrated to the United States in 1829, settling first in
New York City and later in Dorchester, Mass. The Feb. 13, 1830
issue of the New York Mirror reported the following:

"The directors of Clinton Hall Association, some time since,
applied to Mr. Hughes, the sculptor, for the model of a projected
statue of our late Governor, intended for the front of Clinton
Hall. This model has been completed, and the exquisite accuracy
of its execution has so fully satisfied the directors that they



have ordered one of marble, larger than life."

In 1831, Hughes sculptured a marble statue of Bishop John
J. Hobart for the vestry of Trinity Church in New York City.
Another early project was a marble statue of Alexander Hamilton
for the rotunda of the New York Merchants' Exchange. Skilled
carvers were brought from England to insure the proper execution
of the statue, but it was destroyed by fire eight months after
its completion.

Hughes' likeness of mathematician and astronomer Nathaniel
Bowditch, completed in 1847, was the first bronze statue cast
in the United states. It proved to be defective and in 1866
was removed from Mount Andrew Cemetery and replaced with a statue
cast in Paris.

In Dorchester, Hughes executed the plaster figure "Little
Nell" and a sentimental group titled "Uncle Toby and the Widow
Wadman," displayed in the Boston Athenaeum. He also modeled
an equestrian statue of George Washington, a statuette of
Washington Irving, and a "Mary Magdalen."

By 1840, Hughes was residing at 66 South Street in
Philadelphia. Evidence of his involvement with the nearby U.S.
Mint is found in a report prepared by William Findlay, treasurer
of the Mint. Listed under "incidental and contingent expenses
and repairs of the U.S. Mint" for the second quarter of 1840
is the notation "June 24 #91 Robert B. Hughes -- Figure of
Liberty -- $75."

Comptroller of the Treasury James N. Barker suspended
payment of the account pending an explanation. Patterson informed
him that "the figure in question was a medallion for the
'impression emblematic of Liberty' used on our coins, and was
made for the purpose of being used as a pattern for a casting
in iron to be employed in a peculiar lathe by the operation
of which the hubs for striking dies may be turned."

Patterson was referring to the Contamin portrait lathe,
which was employed to make a die-size copy of the artist's large
plaster model.

Reassured by Patterson that "The work ordered of Mr. Hughes
was strictly for the regular business of the Mint," the
Comptroller decided that the $75 charge was admissible.

Hughes' depiction of Miss Liberty varied considerably from 
that executed by Gobrecht.  Hughes enlarged Liberty's head and
cap, straightened her hair, strengthened the inscription on



her shield, added folds of drapery from the left elbow to the
knee, and smoothed the folds of the main garment.

Many numismatists claim the changes were made in the name
of decency. Walter Breen, for example, writes that Hughes
flattened out most of Liberty's female contours and covered
up much of her exposed skin in the interest of "respectability."

But in an article in the August 1958 issue of The
Numismatist, Georgia S. Chamberlain contended that the changes
were made "to model the whole body in more correct proportion
and anatomy." Similarly, Cornelius Vermeule wrote that Hughes
was engaged "to improve the proportions and model the drapery
in more naturalistic fashion."

Whatever the reason for their implementation, the changes
first affected the silver dollar, quarter, dime and half dime.
The half dollar remained closer to the original design as modeled
by Gobrecht.

Apparently Mint officials were satisfied with Hughes' work,
because in late 1840 Patterson asked him to design an Indian
peace medal depicting president-elect William Henry Harrison.

"Ball Hughes presents his respects to Mr. Patterson," the
sculptor replied on Feb. 11, 1841, "and having considered his
proposition, will be happy to go on to Washington and execute
for the Mint a medallion likeness of General Harrison for 60
dollars. The sum will of course include all the expenses of
going there, and indeed everything connected with its execution
-- and two perfect casts -- one in plaster the other in ivory
composition."

"Mr. Hughes will require 20 dollars to go there, ten given
to Mr. Hughes on his taking the first sitting of the General
-- and the balance on the delivery of the work.... Mr. Hughes
is thus explicit because his funds would not enable him to go
on any other terms. Nothing would give him more pleasure than
to receive the order at this present time, for business is dull,
and it would be a very desirable introduction."

"P.S. Mr. Hughes can obtain from Mr. Fox at Washington
a letter to General Harrison which will insure him an immediate
sitting."

Although Hughes did fashion a wax medallion of Harrison,
the President died on April 4, 1841, only 30 days after his
inauguration. Secretary of War J.C. Spencer then arranged for
the employment of Ferdinand Petrich to model a portrait of John



Tyler, Harrison's successor, for the next Indian peace medal.
According to The Venus Numismatics Dictionary, Hughes was never
paid for his preliminary work on the Harrison medal.

In 1848, Hughes made a portrait of his friend John Trumbull
for the obverse of the American Art Union medal. The dies were
prepared by Charles Cushing Wright, who would join the U. S.
Mint in 1849 and help Chief Engraver James B. Longacre design
the Liberty Head $20 gold Piece.

In 1851, Hughes shipped a statue of Oliver Twist to London
to be displayed at the international exhibition. During his
lengthy career he also delivered lectures on art, sculptured
busts of John Marshall and John Trumbull, and, according to
the National Cyclopaedia of American Biography (1907), made
some "remarkable sketches" on wood with a hot iron. Hughes died
March 5, 1868 in Dartmouth, Mass. The Seated Liberty design
that he refined was struck until 1892, when it gave way to the
Liberty Head engraved by Charles E. Barber.


